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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Danish design, made in Italy, inspired by the world
Our journey began in 2014 where Conni Seidenfaden, the company’s current CEO,
started to develop what would later become APRILCLOG. Prior to this, Conni had 17
years of work experience selling shoes within the health sector and food industry. The
ambition to create a safety clog that fulfilled all European standards and certifications
rose from the continuous consumer requests.
In April 2015 the first APRILCLOG footwear was launched. Little did we know that it
would take another 5 years before APRILCLOG would hold the product we had
envisioned. An antibacterial, anti-slip, ESD, washable, breathable and 100 percent
recyclable safety clog.
The clog is produced in Italy by some of the country’s most experienced safety clog
professionals combined with a classic Danish design aesthetic. The materials and
technology behind the product have been developed all over the world. Innovation is a
cornerstone of APRILCLOG, and we are constantly seeking to disrupt and provide
improvements for the safety clog industry. In everything we do, we always keep focus
on our most important task: to provide the consumers with the safest, most reusable,
and sustainable safety clog on the market. Our mission is to inspire to take care of your
safety while being aware of your environmental footprint.
Throughout the years the portfolio of APRILCLOG has increased and now includes
APRILCLOG footwear, APRILCLOG soles, ClogWasher and APRILCLOG bag. The
newest addition to the portfolio is a safety clog which is 99,999% free of bacteria without
the need of autoclaving. Our products are currently being sold in 18 different markets
including countries in Europe, Asia, and USA.
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2. TEAM OVERVIEW
APRILCLOG has a powerful team of dedicated and experienced professionals with
more than a decade of practice in running a business.

Conni Seidenfaden | Co-founder and CEO
Conni has 25 years of experience within the health sector and food
industry. Conni provides an eye for opportunity, strong leadership and
extensive knowledge of the industry.

Jesper Hultquist Sørensen | Co-founder and Investor
Jesper contributes with over 20 years of experience with running a
business. Besides being the Co-founder of APRILCLOG Jesper is
currently serving as CEO for another highly profitable company.

Marco Nesti | Export Director
30 years of experience within development, design and production of
clogs. This makes Marco the ideal person to oversee the production
and development of APRILCLOG.

Paul Simmelink | Sales Agent
Paul is an experienced Corporate Executive with a successful history
of working in the textile industry. He has strong skills within sales,
business development and marketing strategy.
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3. COMPANY MILESTONES
CONSUMER VALIDATED
The first-generation product of
APRILCLOG safety clog is already on
the market. The immediate consumer
base is growing by the day, and we
have successfully proven that this is a
product consumers want and is
enthusiastic about.

PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
APRILCLOG has invested and
succeeded in creating a clog that is
tested 99,999% free of bacteria without
the need of autoclavation. This invention
not only creates a bacteria free clog but
have major environmental advantages
compared to other clogs on the market.
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DEMOGRAPHIC SUCESS
We are currently having success with
selling products in 18 countries. This
includes China, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Israel, Italy, Nigeria, Norway,
Paraguay, Romania, Saudi-Arabia, Spain,
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Turkey,
United Kingdom, and USA.

PRESS MENTIONS
APRILCLOG has received coverage in
different well-known Danish and
European publications including SCAN
magazine which are promoting
Scandinavian lifestyle, travel, and
business.
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4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
APRILCLOG generates revenue through the sales of APRILCLOG products including
APRILCLOG footwear, ClogWasher and APRILCLOG Bag. All APRILCLOG prices are
based upon the significant advantages the consumer gets by buying this exact product
compared to other safety clogs on the market. None of APRILCLOGs competitors can
provide a shoe with the same certifications and quality.

APRILCLOG footwear (€27-€63)
The portfolio of APRILCLOG footwear consists of 4 different designs: ACFE 8, ASFE 8,
ACFE 2 and ASFE 2. A technical description of the four designs can be found in their
respective datasheets (see appendix 1-6).
The price for a single pair of clogs ranges from €27-€63. The price of a clog depends
on multiple factors concerning certifications, protection caps, heel type and the option
of a 100% antibacterial clog. Furthermore, the price may vary depending on whether it
is sold to a distributor or directly to the end user. We are able to keep the price level at
a minimum because we produce the shoes ourselves.
On large orders, the price can change significantly. This is due to the fact that the
material can be mixed at a larger quantity and therefore be mass-produced without
stops in the production.

APRILCLOG soles (€8-€30)
Insoles from APRILCLOG are made from lightweight polyurethane lined with microfiber.
These insoles absorb shock when you walk. This makes them highly flexible and
comfortable when wearing and walking. The insoles keep their shape even after many
hours of use. We currently have 3 different insoles in our portfolio, which covers the
various needs of our customers. The price of insoles ranges from €8-€30.
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ClogWasher (€3000-€100.000)
High-quality, clean-water clog washer with drain pump, detergent and rinse-aid
dispenser, double wall, rinsing at a constant temperature and pressure. The
ClogWasher has won an award as the best technological solution for environmentally
safe water consumption and recycling. In fact, the same water can be reused for an
entire day (up to 30-40 washes). The machine will self-register whether the water is still
clean for use or part of the water needs replacement (by for instance 3 liters of clean
water).ClogWasher has a customized shoe basket with room for 9 shoes including
insoles. A normal washing cycle takes between 3-4 minutes.
The price of a ClogWasher depends on the individual needs of the buyer. A ClogWasher
can be bought as a normal size dishwasher at a starting price of €3000, up to the level
of a big washing facility with customized tables at a price of €100,000.

APRILCLOG BAG (€)
At APRILCLOG, we love to think outside the box, be sustainable and think about the
environment. This is why we have developed a bag from recycled material of the wornout clogs. Giving them a second life.
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5. KEY FEATURES
APRILCLOG footwear is a high-quality unisex safety clog combining newest
technology and therapeutic features, reliable for protection against electrostatic
discharge in rigorous work environments. It is antistatic, oil resistant, antis and
is made of safety material with toe cap in steel.

High quality
Every APRILCLOG clog undergoes extensive quality measurements to assure that the
customers purchase a product without any flaws or defects. it is essential that the
product is long lasting, therefore it is important that we at APRILCLOG deliver a product
of the highest achievable quality. We are working closely with a state of the art
production facility in Italy. In collaboration with the factory, we have ensured certain
procedures to create clogs of the highest quality. As a result of this we have next to zero
complaints and returns on our products.

Combining technically and therapeutically properties.
The clogs have an anatomical design which makes them ideal for employees working
full shifts. The clogs must be comfortable for the employees, and this has always been
a big focus for us.

Shock absorption
Some employees working in the risk of being exposed of electrostatic discharge. With
a clog from APRILCLOG, the people who wear these clogs do not have to fear this, as
the clogs are developed/designed to prevent being exposed to electrostatic shocks. The
clogs are ESD lifetime certified.
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Antibacterial
An APRILCLOG can be machine washed up to a temperature of 90°C and sterilized in
an autoclave up to 134°C. This provides a certainty to the company that they know
that their equipment is safe from being exposed to harmful bacteria. Footwear
from APRILCLOG is antibacterial which is why they are so ideal for our customers and
our targeted markets mentioned in the next section.
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100 % non-slip
With an APRILCLOG, you are, as a company, aware of your safety for your employees.
The clogs are developed and tested in various work environments – and have been
proven to reduce accidents.

Microchip
Every APRILCLOG clog has an integrated microchip, which makes it possible to have
full control of the washing process and lifetime of the clog. We are working closely with
some of the leading companies developing microchips and making sure that only the
best microchips are used in our clogs.
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6. MARKET OVERVIEW
Industry
At APRIL CLOG, we are particularly interested in industries where safety and sterility are of
highest priority. The industries we are focusing on are obligated to fulfill certain requirements in
order to meet specific standards regarding safety, hygiene, durability, economic benefits, and
sustainable solutions. This makes APRILCLOG a quintessential choice for companies within
these industries.
A general problem in these industries is the lack of safety, fixed heel cap and the need for
autoclaving the shoes. APRILCLOG has created a product as a solution to these problems,
which makes it highly relevant for several industries, including the ones mentioned in the figure
below.

In these industries, they are always focusing on optimizing their work processes. They survive
in their industry because they always make sure to produce a product or service without errors
– these errors may be that the service or product aren’t sterile. Therefore, they demand a product
that can help reduce the risk of these mistakes. APRILCLOG ensures exactly this.
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COMPETITORS
WOCK (€39-€75)
WOCK is one of APRILCLOGS biggest competitor. The company was founded in 2000 by
Portuguese José Pinto and are considered as one of the leading clog brands designing clogs
for healthcare, beauty cosmetics and cleaning companies.

Features
❖
❖
❖
❖

Grid design
Sterilization
Lightweight
Comfort

Disadvantages
Wock shoes are not ESD lifetime approved, which means
that the antistatic part of the shoe will slowly disappear.
Compared to APRILCLOG, Wock has holes which give
bacteria perfect opportunity to spread.

SANITA (€138-€197)
Sanita clogs was established in Denmark in 1907. They are producing Clogs and other products
to be used in restaurants, hospitals, salons, and everything in-between. The company has a big
product portfolio including clogs, sandals, boots, sneakers, safety boots and slippers.

Features
❖ Removeable footbed
❖ Water and oil resistant
❖ Non-slip

Disadvantages
Sanita has a limited product portfolio when it comes to
safety clogs. Their clogs are made of leather which limits
the possibilities for the clog to be autoclaved. The safety
clog is expensive compared to alternatives.

EURO-DAN (€56-€160)
Sanita clogs was established in Denmark in 1907. They are producing clogs and other products
to be used in restaurants, hospitals, salons, and everything in-between. The company has a big
product portfolio including clogs, sandals, boots, sneakers, safety boots and slippers.

Features
❖
❖
❖
❖

Shock-absorbing
Non-slip
Antistatic
Water-and-oil resistant
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Disadvantages
Euro-dan is a safety clog made of leather which prevent the
opportunity to autoclave the shoe. With high demand for
sanitarily, its crucial to develop shoes that can be close to
100% clean of bacteria. This is not the case for Euro-dan.
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7. DIFFERENTATION FACTOR
APRILCLOGs biggest differentiations over the competitors contains:

Recycling
APRILCLOG has focused on sustainability from the beginning. A great advantage of an
APRILCLOG is that it can be used over and over. The clogs are produced in a way so they can
be autoclaved and thus reused after a single wash. This means that you as a company do not
have to constantly invest in new equipment for the employees.
This provides both an economic and sustainable advantage for buyers of APRILCLOG, as they
will reduce their expenditures significantly and take a green step into a more sustainable future.
In addition to durability, the product is also recyclable. We granulate the material from the worn
out APRILCLOG and produce 100% recycled bags.

Patented
APRILCLOGs design is patented in all of Europe and in the United States. This helps to
safeguard the inventions of APRILCLOG, making APRILCLOG highly attractive. Besides the
fact that a similar design as the one we have at APRILCLOG would take years to imitate, the
patent prevents competitors from copying and taking advantage of APRILCLOGs design.

Affordability
With a price range of just €27-€63, APRILCLOG is substantially less expensive than the top
competitors on the safety shoes market. This gives APRILCLOG the ability to tap into the huge
market opportunities presented in the food industry and healthcare sector, which are constantly
looking for a more sustainable and affordable product. Other competitors provide the consumer
with products with limited features while APRILCLOG tries to gather all key features into our
shoes without compromising the quality - and at a more affordable price.
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8. MARKETING PLAN OVERVIEW
It is important for APRILCLOG that we use the right platforms and are present in the right places
to capture potential customers and business partners.

Identify buyers and business partners
With the extensive knowledge available in the company of the various branches, industries, and
companies, we are certain to identify which customer segments to target in our marketing plan.
As described in the market analysis there are a lot of different industries which can benefit from
using our products. Therefore, it is important that we are making ourselves available to our
customers, by being present.

Presence
For APRILCLOG, it is important to only use social platforms where it makes sense. That is why
we particularly focus on physical presence. This manifests itself in the fact that we attend various
fairs and to a large extent, plan personal visits to all potential customers. Being able to present
our product in person, provides a much better experience for potential customers. They will be
able to get a much better overview of the advantages of our products and get to try them out.
It is also an important strategy that we are attending fairs that focus on the industries we are
interested in getting in touch with. For instance, we are present at Formland (Herning, DK) and
A+A (Düsseldorf, DE). This strategy has been especially successful for us, in terms of expanding
our network, creating new partnerships and meeting new potential customers.

Content Initiatives and Strategies
We strive to deliver content which gives insight to the benefits of APRILCLOG. This could, per
example, be a focus on the advantages which have already been described under the section
of products and services. We also focus on delivering content that highlights specific use cases
from our existing customers.
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APRILCLOG is also present on social media such as LinkedIn and Facebook. Facebook is the
media; we are mainly focusing on. On Facebook, we focus on creating posts that can inspire
where to use APRILCLOG, customer experiences and the general advantages of using a safety
clog from APRILCLOG.
APRILCLOG has also placed various advertisements in newspapers, journals, and industry
specific magazines. These have created increased awareness of our products and have given
a boost to our network and ensured an increased sale of our safety clogs.

Key points in our Marketing Plan
❖

Publish content and information to LinkedIn and Facebook.

❖

Ads on relevant market specific magazines.

❖

Fairs such as Farmland (Herning, DK) and A+A (Düsseldorf, DE).

❖

Continue to focus on the personal customer meetings.

❖

Continue to make interest analysis on a regular basis to expand the customer base.
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9. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
The logistics of creating and shipping APRILCLOG products are a crucial differentiator for the
business.

Suppliers
APRILCLOG has trimmed the market to find the best suppliers. The company has from an early
stage co-operated with the Italian Company Marfran as the main supplier of thermoplastic
elastomers which is the main material used in the clogs.

Production
The clogs are produced in Italy in close and professional cooperation with the Italian production
company Italsaplast. At Italsaplast, we have ensured that we work with top professionals who
always deliver high quality products. Over the years of working closely together, we have built a
good, strong relationship and mutual cohesion.
At Italsaplast we have our own patented molds, which we are constantly developing. Throughout
the years we have developed and refined the product to ensure the best quality. Having the
molds at the production facility we can quickly push on a new production, should this become
relevant.

Facilities
Our warehouse and administration are located in Denmark. The warehouse can accommodate
up to 15.000 boxes of clogs, ready to ship to the consumers. The warehouse has an ideal
location, being located close to Billund Airport and Port of Aarhus, which is Denmark’s largest
container port.
Besides the warehouse and administration, the facility also contains a sewing room. The sewing
room places finishing touches on the recycled bags, so they are ready to be shipped to the
consumers.
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Storing the products in Denmark is a valuable asset for APRILCLOG as the product undergoes
randomized checks of ESD and microchips when they arrive at our warehouse. This ensures
that the products shipped to the end-user are always top-quality and meets all the guaranteed
certifications.

Shipping and order fulfilment
APRILCLOG has a close collaboration with DSV and GLS, both being global shipping
companies. DSV is used when shipping large orders while GLS distributes smaller orders. The
agreements with DSV and GLS contain both service offers on standardized and tailored
shipping solutions.
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